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By J. L. Powers, M. A. Powers

Akashic Books,U.S., United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. The Powerses worldbuilding and writing will keep [readers] hooked. They will find themselves
questioning what is fact and what is fiction and cheering Adam on as he journeys in this new,
strange world. A gripping, philosophical paranormal thriller. --Kirkus Reviews In this intriguing tale
of life and death (literally, there are soul guides and a grim reaper), siblings J. L. and M. A. Powers
explore the intersections of fear and power in relation to limbo, as Adam and his newfound friends
try to become everything they are supposed to be.[This] will keep readers on the edge of their seats,
wanting more--which is good, considering this is the first of a series. --Booklist Fans of Holly Black
and Cassandra Clare will enjoy this series starters. --School Library Journal This novel was well
constructed and rich in detail. The characters are well rounded and realistic.I enjoyed this novel
very much and am excited for the next book in the series. I would recommend this novel to fans of
Reaper fiction and any fantasy. --Life My Way (blog) A very entertaining read. --Read Explore Repeat
(blog) If paranormal is...
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ReviewsReviews

The book is great and fantastic. It usually does not price excessive. I am happy to tell you that this is the greatest ebook i actually have read during my
personal existence and can be he very best ebook for possibly.
-- Abbie Feest-- Abbie Feest

Absolutely one of the better ebook We have ever study. it had been writtern quite completely and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ca r ol Lehner  II--  Ca r ol Lehner  II
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